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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS:

1.  Put a small amount of glue around bottom of lamp pole and twist rope around, holding in place for a few seconds. 
Tip: Start the rope on back side where plug is located for the pole & base. Continue this process until reaching the 
top, placing the raw end of rope gently under final top wrap.

2.  Put a few small lines of glue reaching out and wrap the rope around base. Let the glue dry before continuing to wrap 
the base. This will keep the rope that’s already wrapped from raising up as wrapping progresses. Continue wrapping 
the entire base and tuck the raw edge under the last wrap.

3.  Glue the cut end of the rope so it does not unravel. Put a small amount of glue around top edge of lampshade and 
place rope onto glue working a little section at a time (2" or 3"). Use pins to hold rope in place until dry. Tip: Start 
end of rope at seam on back of shade. Continue gluing around until meeting up with beginning. Cut the end of the 
rope and glue raw edge.  Glue edge into place.

4.  Cut the rope for bottom of lampshade the diameter of the lampshade bottom plus 10". Fold two pieces of rope in 
half and tie desired knot in place. Knot should be in the center of rope with equal rope on each side of knot. 

5.  Glue knot in place and let dry. Put a small 2" or 3" amount of glue around bottom edge of shade and place rope 
down. Continue this process until reaching the back seam of shade on both sides, remember to glue the ends of the 
rope so they don’t unravel or fray. Repeat this process on the top edge  
of shade.  

Skill Level 1: No experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: 3-5 hrs

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.  
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• 35 yds rope trim
• Floor lamp
• Lampshade
• Scissors
• E-6000® craft glue
• Straight pins

Craft with Jo-Ann


